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Cartoons Can Be Deadly Serious As The Debut Novel From Cartoonist Dana Summers Proves
Orlando, Florida July 15, 2019 - Dana J. Summers is excited to announce the unveiling of the
Tim Ryder cartoons. Tim is the protagonist, cartoonist at the center of Dana’s inaugural novel,
Drawn and Buried. Tim Ryder’s cartoons will be featured on the new
www.danajsummers.com website which was just recently relaunched. The Ryder cartoons
will be available on the website on July 20, 2019.

Author and cartoonist Dana J. Summers believes that protagonist Tim Ryder’s cartoons are
an integral part of the Drawn and Buried story. Dana said, “Readers of Drawn and Buried will
be excited to the actual cartoons at the heart of the plot. When asked if there will be more
Ryder cartoons, Summers’ response was enigmatic, he said “Ryder’s pen is still locked and
loaded with plenty of ink.”
Tim Ryder is the fictional protagonist in Drawn and Buried, Ryder is a cartoonist working for a
fictional small newspaper in Orlando, Fl. Ryder is a former Pulitzer prize winning cartoonist,
dealing the demise of the newspaper industry as well as demons from his past demons and
present.

About Dana J. Summers
Dana J. Summers is a nationally syndicated political cartoonist from Orlando, Florida and
creator of the comic strips The Middletons and Bound and Gagged. Drawn and Buried
which is available on amazon.com won the Florida Writer’s Association’s Royal Palm Award
for best suspense novel and the Mystery Writers of America Freddie Award. Dana recently
finished his third novel Downhill Fast which is also available on amazon.com
For more information about Dana J. Summers please visit wwwdanajsummers.com.
###
Goal of the release: To introduce Dana Summer’s protagonist in Drawn and Buried and his
cartoons to print, broadcast and social media influencers.
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